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On-campus housing adapts to the new ‘normal’
Housing and Residential Life manages dorm life during pandemic
Leah Popovic | Staff Reporter

The University of Rhode Island’s
on-campus housing arrangements during
COVID-19 have altered both annual budgets and plans, affecting the future of residential life.
URI’s Housing and Residential Life
(HRL) began making changes to on-campus housing last spring when COVID-19
sent students home for the semester. Plans
for the 2020-2021 academic year were implemented in advance as the University
anticipated the need for health and safety
protocols.
In the past, most freshmen dorm
rooms were triples, while the majority of
returning residents lived in doubles or
suites. According to Frankie Minor, director of HRL, URI maintained a maximum
capacity of 6,500 on-campus students before COVID-19, and nearly 79 percent of
beds were filled at that time.
Threats of the virus forced URI to
turn triples into doubles and doubles into
single-occupancy dorms. Some freshmen
were assigned to dorms that are usually reserved for upperclassmen, due to the limited space, in turn displacing many sophomores, juniors and seniors. As of January,
URI’s maximum capacity was 4,589 students, and nearly 67 percent of these available spaces are currently occupied.

The drop in capacity reduced URI’s
housing budget by nearly $8 million resultantly, according to Minor. This deficit, as
well as expenses for quarantine spaces and
other purchases related to the pandemic, has been a consistent challenge for the
University.
Many students have also faced social
challenges due to distancing restrictions.
Access between buildings, which has allowed students access to other dorms
in the past, has been prohibited due to
COVID-19. There is also a limit to how
many students can be in one dorm room at
any given time, depending on which dorm

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, URI is making changes to its housing policies and plans.
PHOTO CREDIT: James McIntosh | Photo Editor

you are living in.
Freshman David Nitschke said that the
biggest challenge of living on campus has
been meeting people and experiencing the
social aspects of college.
“It’s hard that only one additional
person is allowed in your dorm,” he said.
“Kids go outside to meet each other, but
that’s not easy with the weather. I’m hoping
the vaccine will change things.”
He said that he is grateful to be able to
live on campus at all considering current
circumstances.

Minor admitted that these limitations
have been difficult to overcome for students, but that he believes HRL has done
its best to maintain URI’s sense of community.
“When you can only communicate
through a mask, or in very isolated and restricted settings, it’s much harder,” he said.
“Our RAs, RAMs, and hall directors are
doing things in a socially responsible and
safe manner.”
Nevertheless,
residential life isStory Continued on page 3

URI grapples with
commencement plans

Life in 20/20:
University optometrist closes

Liz Fusco | Staff Reporter

Morgan Maleonskie | Contributing
Reporter

With the 2021 spring semester now in full swing, University
of Rhode Island seniors are still
waiting for information about this
year’s graduation and commencement ceremony.
Vaccine rollout scheduling
is still undetermined, which has
been a problem for URI’s event
committee. The committee remains unsure of what to do to
satisfy students while keeping the

community safe.
URI’s Assistant Director of
Communications Dave Lavallee
said that unprecedented steps are
being taken to make plans for the
ceremony. For example, URI has
been looking at what other universities in the state and around the
country are planning to do this
spring.
“We’re working closely with
the [URI] COVID-19 task force
and Health Services,” Lavallee
s a i d .Story Continued on page 2

GRAPHIC CREDIT: Elizabeth Wong

After 15 years of business, the
University Optometrist located
in the Memorial Student Union
at the University of Rhode Island has closed due to “changing
times,” creating space for Student
Veteran resources to expand.
Dr. Dawn O’Shea’s optometry practice provided services
such as eye exams, red-eye treatments and contact lens fittings
for students, faculty and residents
in nearby towns. However, after
a decade and a half of business,
COVID-19 ultimately led to the
closure of her business.
“[The optometrist] was a
tenant of the Memorial Union,
and they were a tenant for a number of years, and basically what
happened was [COVID-19,]”
Carl Stiles, the director of the Memorial Union said. “It was no longer a viable business opportunity,
so she closed up her business and
moved her clientele onto another

optometrist that would support
them.”
He said that O’Shea already
had limited operations before
COVID-19 due to staffing issues
and the fact that medical care has
become a very difficult profession
to stay afloat in.
To meet the cost of living,
and to afford her practice, she had
taken a part-time job with another optometrist. She decided to
close her practice after it had been
closed for six months due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Although the optometrist was
certainly something to offer to the
faculty, staff and the students as
part of the community the closing
of her practice will allow for more
spaces that will benefit students at
the University, according to Stiles.
Most of O’Shea’s clientele weren’t
students, and the University is
looking into new ways the Memorial Student Union can cater
to student needs with this newly
opened space.
Cassie Hill, a freshman at

URI, also has an understanding
that the closing will affect the community more than URI students.
“I grew up in North Kingstown, and it’s to my knowledge
that the University optometrist
was valued by the community,”
Hill said. “It’s unfortunate because
that eye doctor’s office wasn’t just
for URI students, but also used by
the surrounding communities.”
Assistant Director of the
Veteran Affairs and Military Programs Rachael Garcia said that
they will be using the space vacated by the office. According to
Stiles, Garcia’s office and the Student Veteran Organization Office
are going to share the space, bringing both services together.
Vice President of the Division
of Student Affairs Kathy Collins
requested for this space to be given to the Veteran Affairs and Military Programs. This request was
approved, as this location will give
student veterans a public, specialized space catered to their needs.
Story Continued on page 2
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University Corner Store adds new pantry, food items
Adam Zangari | News Editor

Following a survey conducted this past semester, the University of Rhode Island’s Corner Store, located inside Hope Commons, has
increased its stock of fresh fruits, vegetables
and bread, among other pantry items.
These changes came with an increase in
business from last semester, according
to Corner Store Manager Robin Foreman.
“This semester is busier than it
was in the fall,” Foreman said, “And
[the students] are coming in for the
fresh fruits and vegetables and the salads.”
Salads and parfaits are now being
offered in the Corner Store as well as
Grab and Go’s, which, according to
Foreman, the Corner Store has never
had before. Other new items in the
PUBLISHING INFORMATION store include Beyond Meat (a vegan
alternative to meat) and bread, which
The Good 5¢ Cigar is published
Foreman said the Corner Store had
once a week on Thursdays during
the academic year, except for vaca- sold a few years ago as well. According
tions and holidays. The Cigar has a to Foreman, it’s selling much better now than
it did in the past.
circulation of 3,000.
The survey was sent out last semester by
The Cigar is printed by:
Ryleigh
Mullins, a senior working for Dining
TCI Press
Services.
Pierre St. Germain, the director of
21 Industrial Court
dining services, said that the results of the surSeekonk, MA 02771
vey were not surprising to him.
“Since I’ve got here, we’ve had students
E DI TO R I A L P O L I CY
All signed columns, commentaries, who’ve been asking for various things in the
letters to the editor and cartoons do store,” St. Germain said. “It’s never something
not necessarily reflect the position
like snack foods, they always want something
of the Cigar, but are the opinion of that they can cook in their rooms.”
the individual author.
Due to this, the survey also asked students
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of The Good 5¢ Cigar
editorial board.

what dates they would be most likely to cook,
and found that those days were Thursdays,
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays.
The survey results showed that the three
produce items students were most likely to
purchase were seasonal fruits, avocados and
salad mixes. As for non-produce items, the survey showed pasta, frozen meals, bread, butter

and yogurt among the most requested items.
“Providing more grocery items is a huge
plus to have on campus,” one anonymous
comment in the survey read. “It would not
only allow me to use the kitchen more but create and balance my own diet since I typically
struggle getting a balanced diet with a minuscule meal plan. With more items, I would be
shopping at the Corner Store way more often
and overall make the kitchen feel like more of
a bonus in the residence hall.”
According to the survey, 49.1 percent of
students would be cooking for themselves and

30 percent would be cooking for themselves
and one other student.
Additionally, a couple of new displays
for the new items were added to the Corner
Store. Foreman said that it was tough adding
the displays with COVID-19 regulations, but
the store’s staff made it work.
“You have to really think about how
many kids are coming in, where they’re
standing, where we’re putting things,”
Foreman said. “I kind of rearranged
the store in that way to make it socially
distant and it works pretty well.”
Foreman also said there was a serious uptick in business at the Corner
Store compared to last semester. Even
when factoring in the drop in business
due to COVID-19, she said that the
new items were selling better than expected.
This may be the last time the store
expands its inventory for a while, as
the Corner Store has essentially filled
its entire physical space. If they were
to expand their space though St. Germain said
that Dining Services would have plans for the
future of the store.
“If there was some way to have another
area on-campus where we might be serving
students [snacks], then we could maybe convert the Corner Store into more of a bodega,”
St. Germain said.
The URI Corner Store is the primary
on-campus convenience store.
.PHOTO CREDIT: Greg Clark | Staff Photographer
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Why The Cigar?
The University of Rhode Island’s
student news organization takes its
tongue-in-cheek name from a comment made by Woodrow Wilson’s
Vice President, Thomas Marshall,
while addressing the US Senate.
Though the exact context of Marshall’s comment “what this country
needs is a good five-cent cigar,”
has been lost over the years, we, as
URI’s news organization, strive to
emulate our quirky name and give
just what this campus needs.

“There have been constant conversations with those parties.”
The University has said its main priority is to keep students and
their families safe, but the planning for this year’s unique graduation
has been a hot topic among faculty and students.
“Starting last year before the virtual recognition we had for graduation, I don’t think we’ve stopped talking about what we’re doing this
spring,” Lavallee said. “We know that last spring was difficult because
people wanted an in-person graduation, but we were really in the thick
of it, and we just wanted to make sure we could get our semester finished and not let the disease really run rampant.”
Lavallee said now that the public has much more information
about COVID-19 and URI has many new protocols in place to prevent
the spread, such as rapid testing. Because of this, this year’s commencement ceremony will be looked at differently than last year’s no matter
what the final outcome entails, according to Lavallee.
He also said that this is the most bizarre crisis URI has ever faced,
because of how long the pandemic has lasted. This has also taken a toll
on the planning process.
With the COVID-19 rate going down in Rhode Island and vaccinations slowly making their way out to the public, the URI event committee has been forced to wait on announcing their plans.
While many seniors hope for the virus to improve so that they can
celebrate their college years with their peers and family members, others are anxious about the implications of an in-person ceremony.

Danielle Beatrice, a senior majoring in English with minors in philosophy and business, is one of the students who said they would not
attend graduation if it were in person.
“I don’t think there should be a ceremony this year,” Beatrice said.
“We’re still in a pandemic and it’s too dangerous. I don’t want anyone
to get sick.”
Beatrice opted to take all online-only classes this semester in order
to reduce the spread of COVID-19 and protect themselves and others.
“Students have invested so much time and effort into their education that they deserve to be recognized,” Beatrice said. “We are just
living through a tough time and we need to adapt to it accordingly and
act responsibly.”
Beatrice suggested that the University could host a virtual commencement ceremony instead of an in-person event. She hopes that
the administration may read out the names of the students graduating,
potentially live or on air somewhere.
Students are still waiting to know whether or not the ceremony will
be in person, but Lavallee has reassuring words.
“Everybody at URI wants to have the best celebration we can
have,” said Lavallee. “We want to do everything we can to provide a
great experience. We should have some communications on this not too
far from now. [We’re] doing everything we can to really deliver as great
a ceremony as we can.”

Optometrist - Continued from Page 1
“This gives [students that are
viable for veteran benefits] a place to
talk, to meet, to hang out and gives
them an opportunity to meet with
specialists that they may need,” Stiles
said.
The veteran benefits will apply
to active and retired service members and the spouses and children
of active/retired service members at
URI. Students who fall under these
categories will have this space on
campus to find support.
The space that the Veteran Affairs and Military Programs will be

vacating is in the dean of students’
office suite, located in the upper level of the Memorial Student Union.
The University is looking into either
adding more retail opportunities and
points of sale or a new space for dining.
“We will continue to look for
other retail opportunities that will
enhance the student experience primarily,” Stiles said. “That might be
food, might be another point of sale,
or it might be some other opportunity. We do look to see what’s out there
that students will be interested in.”

The optometrist office in the Memorial Union basement has closed, becoming the
latest victim of the pandemic. PHOTO CREDIT: Greg Clark | Staff Photographer
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Suffrage series returns for second year
Women, youth, minority votes to be discussed throughout
Grace Fernandez | Contributing Reporter

Additionally, data has shown that women are
more reluctant than men in deciding whether or
not they should run for office, according to Lynch.
The University of Rhode Island Suffrage
“If you are not participating, then it’s easy
Centennial Committee is hosting “Getting Out for legislators to not prioritize your issues,” Lynch
the Vote,” a virtual seminar that will examine said. “Elected officials are listening to their core
modern efforts to encourage political participa- constituency, those who consistently go out and
tion, this Thursday at 7 p.m.
vote, if they see that young adults are not going
‘Getting Out the Vote’ will talk about the im- out to vote, then why should they discuss more
pact of women, youth and minority constituents federal financial aid for higher education? Why
on voting. The event will feature Rhode Island should that be one of their priorities in office?”
Rep. Justine Caldwell, writer and analyst Stella
On the contrary, if people of 60 years old or
Rouse and campaign strategist Kate Coyne Mc- older are the most prevalent voting demographic,
Coy.
politicians will prioritize issues such as social secuEvelyn Sterne is the coordinator of the event, rity, Lynch said. Invariably, politicians and their
a professor at URI, a member of the Suffrage campaign strategists have access to voter demoCentennial Committee and the director of URI’s graphics.
Center for Humanities. Last year, Sterne and
In 2018, Justine
others launched the
Caldwell was elected
Suffrage Centennial
to represent District
“Even though the 19th Amendment
Committee to cele30 of Rhode Island.
brate the 100 year anis a historical milestone, there are so
Caldwell used conniversary of the 19th
many implications for the present day. temporary campaign
Amendment and the
strategies, a topic
150 year anniversary
As we saw in the last election,
she will be discussing
of the 15th Amendduring the seminar on
ment.
every vote counts.”
Thursday. Caldwell’s
Passed in 1920,
campaign gained the
the 19th Amendment
support of District 30
- Dr. Evelyn Stern, Director of URI Center for
prohibited the Unitcitizens and was vicHumanities
ed States government
torious against Anfrom denying citizens
tonio Giarrusso, the
the right to vote based on gender. Fifty years prior, incumbent representative who had held office for
the 15th Amendment granted African American the six years prior.
men the right to vote.
One of Caldwell’s campaign strategies inSterne said that there is still a need to encour- cluded personally addressing letters to voters to
age disenfranchised groups to use their right to inform them on the different candidates. Caldwell
participate in elections, however.
and her team mailed letters to voters under the
“These are groups that traditionally have age of 30, as they understood that young voters
been underrepresented in politics,” Sterne said. were concerned with modern policy issues includ“Even though the 19th Amendment is a historical ing gun control and climate change. These letters
milestone, there are so many implications for the analyzed Giarrusso’s policies and highlighted the
present day. As we saw in the last election, every way he would vote on matters in the future, based
vote counts.”
on comments he had made in the past.
Sterne said the widespread attempts to dele“I have sent out a lot of mail, and nothing
gitimize the vote, as well as movements by legisla- has ever gotten a response close to what the youth
tures across the country to restrict access to votes letter got,” Caldwell said. “I had young people
in the 2020 election, are not a new trend.
calling me, thanking me for it and asking me quesEmily Lynch, a professor of political science tions.”
at URI, acknowledged additional obstacles that
Caldwell said that although young people are
have caused a struggle for certain demographics.
motivated and interested in politics, they can be
“Although the constitution allowed disenfran- disillusioned with the political process.
chised African American men and then women
“If they don’t really trust the government,
to vote with the 15th and 19th Amendments, it they don’t really trust politicians or their reprewasn’t immediate that all of these groups were sentative elected officials,” Caldwell said. “Part
able to vote,” said Lynch.
of engaging them is making sure that you involve
Taxation barriers and other restrictive mea- them in the process, and make sure that they have
sures remained legal until 1964, when the adop- all of the information they need.”
tion of the 24th Amendment and the passing of
Register to attend ‘Getting Out the Vote’ and
the Civil Rights Act banned such restrictions. future lectures up by visiting uri.edu/suffrage.
Still, racial and ethnic minorities continue to vote
at lower rates in comparison to white Americans.

Housing - Continued from Page 1
far from normal for current students, and it continues to affect
the campus community, Minor
said. There has been an 18 percent drop in students living on
campus since last semester, according to Minor and Dave Lavallee, the assistant director of
URI Communications.
Minor and Lavallee attributed the decrease in on-campus
students to the increase in online
classes. Since students have the
option to be entirely online, many
have decided to stay home until
COVID-19 restrictions are lifted.

According to Minor, students
living in residence halls have had
the lowest positivity rate of student groups at the University.
“That statistic is not by accident,” said Minor. “I think it’s by
the way we approach our situations, such as our enhanced cleaning methods.”
He said that such cleaning
methods include disinfecting public spaces three to four times each
day, as well as through the hiring
of increased custodial staff to accomplish this.
Minor hopes that off-campus

students know there is still ample
space for those who wish to live at
URI this semester.
Minor and his HRL team are
making decisions as swiftly as possible for next semester. Triples will
no longer be employed at URI,
even after the COVID-19 pandemic. HRL hopes to have more
details on housing next year out to
students by the end of February.
“We’re actively planning, trying to predict the future, and trying to guess what the pandemic
situation will be,” he said. “We’ll
get more information out soon.”

Aidan Markward | Contributing Reporter
f

The majority of this week’s Student Senate meeting focused on the
decisions made by the Department of Housing and Residential Life
(HRL) regarding on-campus priority housing for next year.
“[HRL] had to make a lot of adjustments in housing over the last
year due to COVID,” Minor said. “I am sorry for that, if [the department’s decisions] directly affected you, but it was what we had to do to
keep the institution running.”
Minor told the Senate that he had announcements regarding housing priority for next year. He said that rooms designed as doubles but
being used triples are going back to serving as two-person rooms, meaning triples will no longer exist. He mentioned that there would be reduced housing capacity because of this change, however.
“There will be a net loss of about 900 spaces on campus, about 15
percent from what was started with before COVID hit,” Minor said.
He explained how he and colleagues have had to decide who should
receive priority for housing. Incoming students who apply by a deadline will be guaranteed on-campus housing. After these students receive
housing, there will be about 2,000 vacancies left for students.
“The challenge we face with this is that we have a demand of about
2,400 to 2,800 students,” he said. “We are not going to be able to accommodate all the students who wanted to live on campus.”
Minor emphasized that URI is going to do its best to help as many
people as possible with housing. To best house the entire student body,
HRL is going to do its best to have 100 percent occupancy on campus.
Student Senate asked Minor questions about these decisions and
voiced their opinions on the matter. Director of Information Sarah
Margolin responded to Minor by addressing the lack of attention current upperclassmen were receiving because of this decision.
“In order for seniors to graduate on time, some of them need to be
on campus,” she said. “I think some action needs to be taken to support
them.”
Chairman Christopher Bove agreed with Margolin and voiced his
own concerns.
“I think it’s important to recognize that [the University’s] current
seniors and juniors have already invested a lot into this university and
deserve support as well,” he said.
Responding to these concerns, as well as other questions about
these decisions, Minor suggested that a hybrid of credit-based priority
and a first come first serve priority be used to fill the rest of the housing.
“If [the Senate] can reach a decision of what [the Senate] thinks
is the right way, I will try to implement that as best I can,” Minor said.
After this discussion with the Senate, Minor also brought up a new
job for anyone interested in assisting with deliveries for students in isolation.
“If you’re looking to earn some money, we need some delivery runners,” he said.
Students currently in isolation at the hotels or in Brookside are ordering food but cannot leave their rooms to pick it up.
“We are having some gaps in service, and we currently don’t offer
that service at Brookside,” Minor said. “We need students who’d be
willing [to help us out.]”
Anyone interested in this position can contact Deborah Bergner.
After Minor’s time with the Senate this week, the Campus Affairs
Committee provided updates on their two projects. Chairman Michael
Bentley had news on both of the projects.
“For the SPIN project, we have still been compiling results from the
survey,” he said. “It’s important that we get as many results as possible
because I want to take this to Senior Leadership for the University.”
A representative from SPIN will be attending next week’s Student
Senate meeting to address any questions and concerns within the Senate.
According to Bentley, the menstrual product project is going strong
as well. He also announced which company the committee would be
partnering with.
“The company that we’re going to go with is Aunt Flow,” Bentley
said. “They seem like a really great company ... I think that this would
be a great partnership to have.”
President Austyn Ramsay swore in Evelyn Olivos during this week’s
meeting to her new position as Off-Campus Representative.
The next Student Senate meeting will be held on March 2 at 6:30
p.m.
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Health Services remain vigilant with COVID-19
protocols as positivity rate trends downward
Nicole Wagner | Managing Editor

With new variants of the COVID-19
virus spreading throughout the country,
the University of Rhode Island has implemented biweekly testing and worked to
trace cohorts of COVID-19 cases in the
community.
The B.1.1.7. United Kingdom variant
of the coronavirus was identified in Rhode
Island Feb. 16, which Health Services
Medical Director Dr. Christopher Nasin
said is a cause for concern as the strain is
50 to 70 percent more contagious than the
“native” strain of the COVID-19 virus.
“A lot of people at the Department of
Health are worried because we’re seeing
some really good trends with a decrease in
positivity rate, a decrease in hospitalizations and deaths,” Nasin said. “However,
now that this variant, we’ve confirmed it’s
here, that could adversely affect our situation.”
This is where the double mask recommendation comes in, according to Nasin;
adding a layer of protection could “theoretically” decrease the risk of contracting
the virus or unknowingly spreading it if
you are asymptomatic. Double masking
will not be mandatory, but the University
recommends adopting this practice.
Most of the COVID-19 cases that
have been found on campus, according to
Nasin, can be traced to a social situation.
Communal living spaces such as those in
Greek Life housing have seen clusters of
COVID-19 cases. Nasin said this can be
attributed to the communal dining areas,
living spaces and restrooms.
COVID-19 cases that have been
found in athletics can be traced to social
interactions after games and not from the
events themselves, according to Nasin, as
most teams have had “a case or two.”
“There hasn’t been any major out-

breaks on any one particular team,” Nasin
said, “but I’d say that the majority of our
NCAA teams have had cases.”
Transmission has not been seen in the
classroom at URI, according to Nasin, as
social distancing practices have been implemented this academic year.
Within the URI community, contact
tracing has found that transmissions tend
to occur during social interactions between households and carpooling, according to Nasin.
The contact tracing team at URI
works 24-hours a day, seven days a week to
keep track and prevent spread of the virus.
On average, Nasin said there are
six to eight tracers a day working on this.
The core of this team are registered nurses with some nursing students helping to
keep spread under control.
“For every single positive test, [the
contact tracing team is] calling that student, they’re figuring out who they’re
around,” Nasin said. “They’re calling a
close contact; they’re quarantining the
contacts; I mean, it’s a never ending battle – but that’s the only way that we can
manage and prevent spread.”
The effort to quarantine these student
contacts in the on and off campus locations is a collaborative effort between the
University’s department of Housing and
Residential Life and the contact tracing
team, according to Director of Health
Services and Vice President for Student
Affairs Ellen Reynolds.
Fifty percent of the student population
is being tested every week at the University since the implementation of mandatory
biweekly testing, according to Nasin.
Student demographics that get tested on a more frequent, weekly basis include nursing students participating in
patient-facing clinical rotations and student-athletes, according to Reynolds.

With new COVID-19 variants spreading throughout the country, the community is encouraged to continue
wearing masks. PHOTO CREDIT: James McIntosh | Photo Editor

Those in a Greek Life housing situation
where a student tested positive will oftentimes be required to get tested that week
In occasions where a student in a
Greek Life housing situation tests positive,
Reynolds said that the entire house will
oftentimes be required to test again in response to this.
“There is no barrier to testing,” Reynolds said. “We have some students who
feel most comfortable testing once a week
and that's okay as well; there [are] no
checks and balances for those testing more
frequently. The concern we have is those
students who are coming onto campus and
not testing at all.”
To keep track of biweekly testing at
the University, Nasin said institutional research is being conducted to hold students
to their testing dates. For those identified
as non-compliant when they do not have
an exemption are being referred to conduct, according to Nasin.
However, there is an “exempted cohort” of students who don’t have to par-

ticipate in the biweekly testing which includes students who had COVID-19 in
the last 90 days or have a medical problem
where they are unable to get to campus for
testing.
As for faculty, Nasin said they are
“strongly encouraged” to get tested but
they are not being “forced” to get tested.
“I can tell you that whenever I’m up
there, I see faculty and staff for sure,”
Nasin said of faculty getting tested for
COVID-19. “And I know for a fact that
[the tests] are getting done.”
On Feb. 16, the University hit 100,000
COVID-19 tests performed which Nasin
said he believes is a milestone that URI
was the first institution of higher education to reach within the state.
With COVID-19 fatigue in the community prevalent, Nasin reminded the
community that it is important to continue
to wash your hands, wear your mask and
practice social distancing.
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URI Clery Act report shows increase in alcohol,
drug use referrals from RAs, decrease in arrests
Campus crime report provides statistics for 2019
Christian Silvia | Contribiuting Reporter

The University of Rhode Island police department has released their yearly Clery
Act Report, containing new information on crimes committed at the University over
the previous year.
The Clery Act Report, which compares on-campus crimes in 2019 to those committed in previous years, has been released every year since 1990.
The purpose of this report is to inform the public about campus security and
crimes, among other data. The Clery Act was passed in 1990 and requires all schools
which participate in financial aid programs to release data pertaining to crimes on
campus.
The 90-page report was released in December 2020 and shows data on a wide
variety of subjects from drug and alcohol-related crimes to those related to dating
violence. It also explains the steps involved in reporting these crimes and the repercussions for the offender of the crimes committed.
A noteworthy increase in alcohol referrals among students on-campus in dorms
was found in the 2019 report; in one year, the number of referrals increased from 486
to 602 on campus.
“Arrests have been declining but the referrals increased over the previous year,”
Stephen Baker, the University chief of police and director of public safety said. “I
believe that this is due to proactive patrols by police and increased enforcement by
Housing and Residential Life personnel. Almost all of these violations occurred inside residence halls.”
The data also includes information about sex crimes, such as rape, and violent
crimes like robbery. The number of rapes reported has decreased from 15 in 2018 to
eight in 2019.
Baker added that the University has been taking additional measures to decrease
the likelihood of these crimes occurring. One such measure has been bystander intervention, which may have contributed to the decrease in rapes reported, although

Baker pointed out that it does not necessarily mean that these crimes have gone down.
“We know that [rape] is under-reported and we can only report on the crimes that
are reported,” Baker said.
According to the report, in 2019 there were five burglaries on campus, compared
to the 10 that happened the previous year. These numbers have gone down each of
the past three years in the corresponding reports.
However, Baker said that the University and police department need to continue
working until the number of sex crimes and robberies on campus is zero.
In addition to the Kingston Campus, the report also includes data on other campuses such as the Providence and Bay Side campuses.
University Police Lieutenant Paul Ricci said that this report is a team effort for
the department and takes work from everyone.
“I submit the report and supply police information, [Baker] approves the report
and Christiana Molinsky works with the Clery team in student conduct to compile
statistics,” Ricci said. “[Molinsky] then has the daunting task of putting all the information together into our report that gets submitted to the Department of Education.”
Outside of the Kingston campus, there was only one crime committed on the
report— a stalking crime on the Narragansett Bay campus.
Other useful information for students can be found in the report, such as the
contact information for emergency medical services and police as well as where fire
extinguishers and smoke detectors are located in residence halls. This information is
for students as well as those in charge of safety.
Baker said that there is still a lot of work to be done when it comes to safety on
campus, but he believes that he, the campus police and the campus community are
up to the challenge.
“The entire department of public safety is committed to making this campus and
all URI campuses as safe as possible,” Baker said. “It is our belief that we need the
entire URI community to assist us in keeping our campuses safe. We will continue to
look for ways to keep our campuses safe.”
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Student leader leaves mark on Rhody, inspires students
Morgan Maleonskie | Contributing Reporter

Markeem Vee Rodrigues, a sophomore
at the University of Rhode Island, has established himself as a Black student leader
on-campus through his involvement in classes and clubs.
Rodrigues is a triple major in textiles,
fashion merchandising and design, film media and computer science, with concentrations in design, art and audio engineering.
He is a part of the Black Student Union
(BSU), the National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE), Brothers on a New Direction
(BOND), the Student Entertainment Committee (SEC) and is the Resident Academic
Mentor (RAM) for the Harrington School.
Rodrigues said that he has found himself being equally passionate about every organization he is in, as he has found meaning
in each one.
“Each and every single one has given
me a purpose and has fulfilled a different role
in my college career, and just overall life,”
Rodrigues said. “So that’s why I’m a part of
everything.”
He said that BOND is like a brotherhood, one where like-minded, multicultural
men on campus can connect and grow together. Reflecting on the opportunities and
relationships BOND has provided him with,
Rodrigues said that he felt “blessed” to have
the experiences he has had as a sophomore.
Growing up in a school where a majority of the students identified as Black, Indigenous and people of color, Rodrigues was able
to make connections with people who looked
like him in high school. However, he noticed
that when he was presented with opportunities in high school, he was typically the only
Black person. He said that this gave him a
preview of what going to a predominantly
white college would be like, which is why organizations like the NSBE and BOND have

been so important to him.
Through the NSBE, Rodrigues said he
has gotten the opportunity to travel for conferences and other trips where he has met
many other Black scholars in the STEM field
and networked with many companies.
The SEC has allowed Rodrigues to experience many once-in-a-lifetime opportunities at a young age, such as working hands-on
at concerts at the Ryan Center. Being able
to go backstage and see how backstage operations are run as well as experiencing that
“energy” has been an amazing experience,
according to Rodrigues.
However, the true experience comes after the fact for Rodrigues. He said that creating bonds with dozens of other Black and
brown men, through the SEC, has allowed
him to make relationships with people that
he can rely on and motivate himself with in
the future.
Rodrigues said that he wants to work in
the entertainment and music industry in the
future, which makes opportunities like these
extra special to him.
Alexa Potamianos, a freshman film
student, is one of the students who has Rodrigues as a RAM.
“Every time I see Markeem, I instantly
get good vibes from him,” Potamianos said.
“He sends out monthly newsletters to his residents, which have helped me stay organized,
and he has actually inspired me to apply to
be RAM for the 2021-2022 academic year.”
It’s unexpected and humbling to see
someone like Rodrigues, who has so much
on his plate, work as hard as he does, Potamianos said.
Rodrigues described himself as someone
who does not have time to waste, yet he still
finds time for each of these organizations.
What motivates him is his desire to change
the world in a way that will help others.
“Growing up, my environment was very

Markeem Rodrigues is a sophomore at URI with a triple major and membership in 5 different organizations.
PHOTO COURTESY OF: Markeem Rodrigues

toxic and very hard to live in, but because
of that, I grew up with the sense that I will
not be told what I can and cannot do,” Rodrigues said. “I’m not supposed to be here
to begin with, so being here already means
that I have defied so many odds, so why not
defy more?”
He said that the affirmation “be the
change, leave a mark, set a precedent always” has also played a key part in his motivation. He said that that affirmation has led
him here and without it, he wouldn’t be here.
Setting a precedent is important to Rodrigues because he is a Black man who is

pursuing higher education, and understands
the struggles that come with that.
“No matter how sucky things are right
now, you don’t want someone to go through
the exact same thing,” Rodrigues said. “Why
am I going to make it harder for other Black
and brown people when they should be able
to feed off of me, to not have to go through
the same barriers I have. It’s for the other
people after me that are going to see what
I’ve done, and understand that they can do
whatever they want to do because I’m doing
that. That’s what’s keeping me going.”

URI Cheer tumbles into a new season
Juliana Lepore | Contributing Reporter

Fresh off their first-ever Universal Cheerleaders Association (UCA) Nationals win last year, the University of
Rhode Island’s cheerleading team was on a high going into
their 2020-21 season.
While the pandemic has created some challenges in
their season, the team remains optimistic.
The team graduated 12 seniors at the end of their
2019-20 season and took 20 freshmen in turn for this current season, leaving the team with 31 girls. According to
head coach Cassidy Hall, this year would have been a rebuilding year, even without the pandemic.
This season started in late September as opposed to
its typical June start, according to Hall, meaning the team
had lost almost six months of practice time. At the beginning of the season, the team was only able to practice in
pods of four and gradually worked their way toward full
team practices, according to Hall.
“The first three weeks of practice was strictly conditioning and tumbling, which honestly was really hard to
watch,” she said. “We practice for three hours a day three
times a week, and strictly tumbling and conditioning was
hard on the girls since they hadn’t cheered since March.”
The transition has been the hardest for the freshmen
on the team, who had never met the coaches nor had a
“Rhody Practice” before. Hall said that they still don’t
know what a real practice looks like because of COVID-19
protocols constantly changing.
During a normal season, the cheer team would be
busy right now working on their routines in preparation
to travel to Disney World for UCA Nationals. Instead, this
year the team will be competing in Nationals from home.
The team will be enrolled in a special virtual division,
as they are unable to travel to Orlando for the in-person

competition due to Rhode Island’s COVID-19 guidelines.
The competition will be happening April 27-28.
Despite this season being a wash year, as Hall put it,
she isn’t concerned about the team’s skills retention next
season.

“I think that the kids I have right now will rebound
quickly,” Hall said. “I don’t think there will be a huge
learning gap. Hopefully we’ll have all summer to rebuild
any skills that were lost.”
For coaches, the hardest part of this season has been
to stay as invested and involved in this season as they would
with any other, according to Hall. She said that COVID-19
related pauses and miscommunications have given more
downtime for coaches, which is an adjustment compared
to a typical season where they are working nearly every day
of the week.
Junior captain Alexa Tabile said that the team has
been taking it slow when it comes to COVID-19 guidelines
and changes in routines. This has been challenging in a
sport that is both team and practice-based, according to
Tabile.
While Tabile believes the season feels incomplete without cheering at football and basketball games, she is thankful that the season can still happen in some capacity.
“I definitely miss the atmosphere of cheering at the
games,” Tabile said. “The season is different without it,
and it’s different not having to be at the games every week.”
The team was unable to practice over the winter
break, which is abnormal. Tabile said these pauses in practices and keeping the team motivated have been the biggest struggles they have faced this season. She also said that
oftentimes it feels like there’s nothing to look forward to.
“It’s hard because normally we know that we’re working so hard to go to Disney World and compete or that
we’re going to be able to cheer on the boys at the games
every week,” Tabile said.
Rather than focusing on all they’ve lost this year, Tabile
said
the team has shifted their focus on getting stronger
With much of the focus on sports during the COVID-19 pandemic, the
Cigar decided to take a closer look at URI’s cheerleaders and Ramettes. for next year, in hopes of winning Nationals then.
PHOTO CREDIT: James McIntosh | Photo Editor
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The sound of dissent: Professor teaches about protest music
Kayla Laguerre-Lewis |
Entertainment Editor

Emmett Goods said he remembers his grandfather grabbing him by the back of his shirt
in church as a child, making
him stand to show respect for
the hymn “Lift Every Voice and
Sing.” Before he even knew the
song’s significance, Goods was
singing protest music.
“Sing a song full of the faith
that the dark past has taught us /
Sing a song full of the hope that
the present has brought us / Facing the rising sun of our new day
begun / Let us march on till victory is won,” James Weldon Johnson wrote in 1900.
Today, it’s known as the Black
national anthem.
“I didn’t understand the fact,
as a young child, that that was my
people’s way of trying to claim
their American identity,” Goods
said. “That the so-called national anthem did not necessarily include me and my people as full
citizens of the United States.”
As an assistant professor
in the department of music at
the University of Rhode Island,
Goods teaches MUS 301: Music
as a Form of Social Protest. In the
class, his students analyze lyrics
from songs like “Lift Every Voice
and Sing;” songs he calls protests
songs.
This semester’s class has focused on hip hop, but Goods said
that protest songs go as far back as
the days of slavery, when African
Americans would hide their pro-

tests through singing Bible songs
to the music we associate with the
Black Lives Matter movement today.
“While we go to music for a
bit of escapism and release and
enjoyment, sometimes there’s another message there and I hope
that [my students] have the tools
that they need to hear music in a
way to fully understand what the
artist is trying to portray,” Goods
said.
Goods acknowledged that
protest songs can come in many
forms from the outright revolutionary “Say It Loud -- I’m Black
and I’m Proud” by James Brown
to the comforting, yet still revolutionary classic Sam Cooke song,
“A Change is Gonna Come.” He
even ventured into country music with singers like Reese Palmer
and Mickey Guyton, both Black
female country artists. Societal
issues from race to feminism are
touched upon through music.
However, like many other
forms of protest and storytelling,
these artists have faced suppression of their work and have struggled in getting their messages
across.
When Cooke first released “A
Change is Gonna Come” in 1964,
the final verse, in which he sings,
“Then I go to my brother / And
I say, ‘Brother, help me please’ /
But he winds up / Knocking me /
Back down on my knees,” was cut
by his record company for being
too controversial. Over 40 years
later in 2007, Palmer’s hit song
“Country Girl” had a verse about

being a Black woman taken out
by her own record label.
Still, artists have persisted
and continue to make their protest music, which continues to impact us today.
As part of Goods’ class, students will complete a closing presentation in which they choose
a social protest song that they’ve
connected with personally and
share their own political and social concerns. Vilde Aaslid, an
assistant professor of music, said
that Goods often comes into her
office to share what he’s learned
from his students and their presentations.
“He provides his students
with really, almost like a new set
of ears for hearing music that they
care about,” Aaslid said. “That’s
something that I see him consistently doing throughout his work
in the department, and in his creative work too, is to constantly be
reinforcing the cultural import of
the music.”
Aaslid noted that the social
and cultural import of music has
not gotten the attention it needs
in music departments in higher education. She believes that
Goods and MUS 301 accelerate a
necessary change for the department, in an effort to show that
music can be deployed as a tool
for social change in a deep, powerful way.
While it is listed as a music
class, the class crosses into multiple disciplines. Marcus Nevius, an
assistant professor in the Africana
studies department, finds the class

URI Professor Emmett Goods discusses the history of music as a form of protest..
PHOTO CREDIT: Greg Clark | Staff Photographer

to be an excellent example of the
power and impact a multidisciplinary class can have on students,
given Goods’ knowledge in both
music and 20th century African
American history in particular.

“It really puts him in the vanguard of scholars in an Africana
Studies context, but also in his
context of the department of music as well,” Nevius said.

Rams that lead Rams: Student Organization Leadership Consultants
Host workshops to improve student organization culture
Juliana Lepore | Contributing Reporter

Over the past year, the University of Rhode Island’s
Student Organization Leadership Consultants (SOLC)
have had to make some changes to the way they go
about conducting business.
SOLC is a group of students that have received advanced leadership training from the Center for Student
Leadership Development (CSLD) in leadership and
group development. The training involves them becoming more familiar with the CSLD’s core values of inclusion, innovation and ethical and value-based leadership.
These students work with student organizations at URI
to improve their organizational culture and community
through team building and communication.
Usually, they would go on retreats with organizations at URI to help them grow and bond as a team
upon request. They will often do activities at these retreats that are focused on improving these skills as well
as conflict resolution and team building. However, due
to COVID-19, they have had to take the workshop online.
“It’s definitely been a learning curve as far as facilitation goes,” SOLC President Anna Seifred said. “We’re
used to being personal and meeting the groups face-toface, but with Zoom, I think it presents new and exciting
challenges.”
She said that despite the change in how they are
facilitating organizations, SOLC has still been able to
help many student organizations. Last week, the SOLC
held a workshop for Alpha Delta Pi, a sorority at URI,
that had 150 participants in the Zoom session. The

group was split into multiple breakout rooms due to the
size, with each breakout room doing a different activity focused on teamwork and communication between
members.
They have worked with many different organizations across the University, spanning from Greek Life to
Rhody Ridiculousness.

Student Organization Leadership Consultants
holding a retreat with Rhody Ridiculousness.
PHOTO CREDIT: Kayla Laguerre-Lewis | Entertainment Editor

At the start of the semester, SOLC began getting
more requests for workshops compared to the previous
semester, a semester in which they focused on preparing themselves for the challenges they would face using
Zoom.
Both Seifred and SOLC Secretary Lee VanderVeen

said that there have been some challenges with the new
form of communication. For one, it became impossible
to do some team exercises, and they had to work around
that.
“We use a lot of the annotate function on Zoom,
we do a lot with different word clouds so we just do a lot
of visuals rather than tactile things,” said VanderVeen,
though, she acknowledged that these activities may be
harder for people who are more hands-on learners.
Still, despite having to use Zoom both the people
who they are working with and they themselves have
been able to develop and grow. However, both Seifred
and VanderVeen said that they prefer in-person workshops and retreats that have been offered in the past.
Soon, the organization will host a leadership workshop in person for the first time since the pandemic hit,
according to Seifred and VanderVeen. They said that
the workshop will be socially distanced and will only be
for a group of ten.
According to VanderVeen, the organization will
also make sure that the participants have tested negative
for COVID-19 and have recommended that people who
are taking part in the workshop get tested the week of
their event.
However, being able to work with people face-toface is progress that they see as the start of a long road
towards normalcy.
“It’s definitely nice that it is such a small group
and we’re hoping that once the weather is nicer we also
might be able to hold some outside retreats to be then
able to have a little bit larger to normalcy,” Seifred said.
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THIS WEEK AT URI Small in numbers, larger in scope
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2021

Anthropology department pushes students to succeed

“FROZEN OBSESSION”: FILM SCREENING & PANEL

Ashlyn Messier | Staff Reporter

The documentary film, FROZEN OBSESSION, will be screened
virtually. Nowhere are the consequences of a warming climate more
pronounced and observable than in the polar regions of our planet. Frozen Obsession follows the 18-day, 2,000-mile Northwest Passage Project
expedition through the extreme and stunningly beautiful Canadian Arctic Archipelago aboard the Swedish research icebreaker Oden, in search
of clues to understanding the effects of climate change.
Following the film, there will be a panel discussion and Q&A session
with GSO project leaders Gail Scowcroft and Brice Loose, GSO graduate student Jacob Strock, and the film’s producer David Clark. GSO’s
Holly Morin will serve as host and moderator. To register for the event
please go to: http://bit.ly/frozen-uri.

In general terms, anthropology is the study of
humans, past and present, but at the University of
Rhode Island, it is much more than that.
The anthropology department at URI can often
be overlooked because of its size, but they are a department that is passionate about what they do and
constantly trying to create new experiences for their
students.
The study of anthropology is often misunderstood because it is such a broad discipline that covers
a variety of subfields: archaeology, biological, cultural and linguistic. There is also much overlap between
anthropology and other departments such as history
and biology.
Kristine Bovy, chair of the anthropology department, said that she had always been interested
in history and that is what got her into anthropology.
She noted that anthropology has allowed her to look
at objects to try to figure out what happened before
written records of history were kept.
There are many reasons why students pick anthropology as their field of study and the professors
are no different. Professor Holly Dunsworth had a
particularly interesting experience when starting her
journey in anthropology.
“I needed to change my major,” Dunsworth said.
“I borrowed my parents’ car and drove to a beach to
find myself and figure out what I wanted to do. I’m
going 55 miles per hour on a country road towards
the beach and I ran over a book. I pulled over and I
walked back and got the book and it was Clan of the
Cave Bear (a popular anthropology-related book).”
The anthropology department is not a big de-

3pm - 4pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE

WOMEN IN BUSINESS: BUILDING YOUR IMAGE
6spm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE

Speaker: Margie O’Brien
Women in Business Club is hosting a virtual event with guest speaker,
Margie O’Brien, RI Journalist.

#BLACKBOYYALIT: SEEING BLACK BOYS IN
21ST CENTURY YOUNG ADULT LITERATURE

12:30pm - 1:30pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE

The Philosophy Club at URI is a place where students interested in
DeAnza Williams defended her dissertation at the School of Information Sciences at the U. of IL at Urbana-Champaign in Nov 2020. Her
research interests include African American young adult literature, social
media activism in children’s publishing, learning in informal environments, and public library services for teenagers. Register here: https://
uri-edu.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_f7vvQOr-TK2x1d-v3ddTkA

LONG RHODE TO THE VOTE: URI SUFFRAGE
CENTENNIAL (VIRTUAL) SPRING SERIES
7pm - 8pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE

Lecture topic is “Getting Out The Vote” - see article in this week’s Cigar.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 2021

A MUSICAL TOUR OF NATIVE AMERICA
1pm - 2pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE

This program offers a sampling Native musics from different regions of
North America through the life experiences of the presenter, Chris Newell. Song styles include different styles of Northeastern Woodland music,
northern and southern plains style pow wow music and the round dance
traditions in different parts of the country from Alberta, Canada down
to New Mexico. https://web.uri.edu/music/

GERMAN CONVERSATION HOUR
3pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE

Join for German Conversation Hour! All levels of German welcome.
The event takes place on the “German at URI Discord server” which
current German students can access via the Brightspace page of their
German course. Don’t know how to find/access it? Just email tracksdorf@uri.edu and he will be happy to help you get access

BLACK HISTORY MONTH EVENT 2021
8pm - 9pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE

URI Africana Studies Alumni Symposium - The Next Generation
A conversation with several AAF Alumni discussing Black progress from
the perspective of the next generation.Dial-In Information: Watch this
webpage for link to join: https://web.uri.edu/africana/

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2021

CARDBOARD BOAT RACE AT TOOTELL AQUATIC CENTER
12pm - 2pm • Tootell Aquatic Center • FREE

Build a Boat, will it float? URI Students are invited to construct a boat
out of cardboard and duct tape and enter into the first Cardboard Boat
Race at Tootell!
Categories: Fastest for 25 yards. (Max 36 Teams)
Floats with the most weight. (Max 20 Teams)
Awards will be presented to teams for the fastest boat, greatest weight
load, and in other categories based on creativity & team spirit.
Register your team of 1-3 members Feb 10-25th.
Register through IMLeagues.com/uri on the Intramural Sports Tab (use
the Register button on this page). Supplies: A packet of duct tape and
cardboard will be provided for each team (teams may gather additional
materials on their own if they so choose).

partment, with only about 50 students and four professors. Despite this, they are not lacking passion for
their work or their students.
“I love it when students have a great idea and
it blows my mind,” Dunsworth said. “Learning in
real-time with students, thinking about things I have
never thought about, coming up with a question I
had never thought to ask in that context. It’s really
stimulating and that’s really exciting for me.”
Having only four professors in the department
has posed a challenge at times for faculty members.
Dunsworth said she wished the department had
more faculty to help the department cover more
ground, as each professor focuses on one singular
expertise.
It’s not all challenge though, and there are also
a lot of positives about being part of a small major,
such as the sense of community the department has.
“You’re sitting around the table with people that
you had in many classes before, so you get to know
the other majors,” said Bovy.
According to Dunsworth, the anthropology department would like to provide more field experience
for their students. This has been a recurring problem
for the department, but they are regularly coming up
with new ideas on how to give students more handson experiences.
A degree in anthropology can lead graduates
down many different avenues. Bovy said that some
jobs that former anthropology students hold include
government jobs, museums and private archaeology
firms.
Dunsworth recently set up one of these partnerships, although COVID-19 has prevented her from
helping her students take advantage of it.
“I finally set up a partnership
with a zoo up the road, Southwick
Zoo, and then the pandemic hit
and I can’t use that for a while,”
Dunsworth said. For now, she
wants to allow for more field experience locally and on-campus. She
hopes to create more travel experiences in the future. “I will overcome these obstacles by trying to
create field experiences with students that are within reach. I have
plans to create a lot more travel
experiences for students.”
The anthropology department is full of energy and excitement and its students and staff
alike are ready to take on the challenge.
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Black History Month: More than just slave movies
Kayla Laguerre-Lewis | Entertainment Editor

It’s important to honor history and educate ourselves
through our media consumption as we near the end of
Black History Month. Still, it’s also about celebration, so
why don’t we look at some Black films and television shows
that feature more than just the brutalization of Black bodies
and spirits.
These films are obviously very important; we can’t
just gloss over the history that is so troubling and the issues
that are still plaguing the Black community in America and
across the world today. Theresa Brown recommended four
of these great films in last week’s issue, but I want to end
the month on a high note. So, let’s get into some films and
TV shows that highlight Black directors, artists and stories,
but won’t leave you emotionally burnt out by the end of it.

“Dope” (2015)
Rick Famuyiwa’s coming-of-age film tells the story
high school senior whiz Malcolm (Shameik Moore) and his
friends, Jib (Tony Revolori) and Diggy (Kiersey Clemmons),
who find themselves in an unexpected wild adventure after a
chance encounter with a drug dealer at his nightclub birthday party. It’s a pretty intense film that leaves you on the
edge of your seat, with one of my favorite film monologues
to end it off, delivered brilliantly by Moore (“Spiderman:
Into The Spiderverse,” “The Get Down”). What’s perhaps
most memorable about it is the hip hop soundtrack, which I
still listen to often. It’s way too overlooked in the coming-ofage genre, so give it a watch, but be careful who you watch
it with -- it’s rated R for a reason.

“A Different World” (1987-1993)
If you’re looking for an easily bingeable, funny sitcom
featuring fun, yet deep characters and storylines you can get
invested in, this spinoff of “The Cosby Show” is perfect for

you. The show originally followed Denise Huxtable (Lisa
Bonet) and the life of students at the fictional historically
Black college Hillman College. However, Bonet left after
the first season, as she was pregnant with her daughter, Zoe
Kravitz (who you can watch in “Dope”), giving room for
the show to make a name for itself outside of “The Cosby Show.” Characters like privileged southern belle Whitley (Jasmine Guy) and nerdy math kid Dwayne (Kadeem
Hardison) were able to shine and have one of the best onand-off relationships in TV history. It’s the perfect blend of
comedy and more dramatic storytelling, never one to shy
away from the issues the community was facing (perhaps
most notably the 1992 Los Angeles riots), but reminding
audiences that Black people experience more than just pain
and their entertainment doesn’t always have to educate.

“Jumping the Broom” (2011)
This wedding romantic-comedy with a nearly all-black
cast that features Paula Patton, Angela Bassett, Brian Stokes
Mitchell, Laz Alonso, Loretta Devine and more, is one I
always return to when I need a laugh. There’s not a single
character that hasn’t found themselves in hot water over the
weekend leading up to the wedding of Jason (Alonso) and
Sabrina (Patton), leaving room for great, comedic twists
and turns and shockers. If Sabrina’s aunt (Valerie Pettiford)
interrupting their rehearsal dinner to sing “Sexual Healing” doesn’t make you laugh, I don’t know what will. Julie
Bowen (“Modern Family”) as the wedding planner is great
as the token white character and it ends as every Black wedding film should; with “The Cupid Shuffle.”

“Twenties” (2020-present)
Lena Waithe shares her genius again in her semi-autobiographical BET show that premiered early last year. The
eight-episode first season follows Hattie (Jonica T. Gibbs),
a Black lesbian aspiring screenwriter, and her best friends

Marie (Christina Elmore), a TV studio excutive and Nia
(Gabrielle Graham), a former child actor and current yoga
teacher trying to get back into the game, as they work to
find their way both professionally and romantically. It even
features Ida B (Sophina Brown), Hattie’s boss, who is without a doubt inspired by Black producing legends, Shonda
Rhimes and Tyler Perry. The characters are relatable, it’s
very easy to binge with just eight episodes and it’s been renewed for a second season. So, if you want to say “I started
watching before it blew up,” this is the show for you.

“Dreamgirls” (2006)
I couldn’t make this list without a musical, and this
Black movie musical is one of the best of all time; with stars
like Jennifer Hudson, Jamie Foxx, Beyoncé, Eddie Murphy,
Anika Noni Rose and more, how could it not be? The Supremes-inspired tale of The Dreamettes, their success, drama and downfall, was an instant classic when it hit Broadway in 1981, and this movie does it justice. The music is
great with fantastic performances to boot. You just need to
hear a few notes of “And I Am Telling You I’m Not Going”
to understand why Hudson won the Oscar that year. It also
gave us Beyoncé’s “Listen,” a song made specifically for the
movie version, and introduced Hollywood to Noni Rose,
now best known for her role as Tiana in “The Princess and
the Frog.”
I could’ve included so many more films like “Drumline,” “Girls Trip,” “How Stella Got Her Groove Back”
and “Nappily Ever After,” or TV shows like “Pose,” “Black
Lightning” and “Living Single,” but these are just a few to
get you started.
Just because Black History Month is ending and award
shows seem to forget Black people can be happy too, it
doesn’t mean we can’t celebrate the great entertainment
and art that Black artists brought and continue to bring to
our culture.

‘Goodbye, Santa,’ hello interactive theatre
Liz Fusco | Staff Reporter

University of Rhode Island
senior theatre major Shannon
Donnelly is directing a unique
theatrical experience for all students to take part in this semester.
In order to complete the requirement for her THE 420:
Directing Independent Study
class, Donnelly is directing her
self-written true crime play
“Goodbye, Santa” to bring interactive theatre back into the arts
after a long drought brought on
by COVID-19.
The funding for the production comes from the Square
Grant, which Donnelly applied
for in November, after writing the
entirety of the play in that month.
“Goodbye, Santa” is based on
a true crime story, and the exact
story is revealed to the audience
as the plot develops. The play
also deals with ethics of media involvement in true crime cases and
the realities of whether coverage
of such events helps or hurts those
involved.
“I definitely am a part of the
[true] crime junkie community,”
said Donnelly. “I’ve always had an
interest in the macabre, especially
in entertainment. True crime always has that element of suspense
and drama that is easy to put into
theatre.”
The play tells the story of Bill
and his wife Janet, portrayed by
URI students Liam Roberts and

Allegra Levone respectively, and
how, according to Roberts, they
get involved in an unthinkable situation.
However, the distinctive plot
isn’t the only intriguing thing
about this production; it also
brings modern day technology
into play as a way to safely bring
theatre back into people’s lives
and onto their screens.
“It’s giving us that sense of
community [again],” said Donnelly. “But also, it’s something
that’s never been done before and
hopefully it’ll help others think
outside the box.”
The production will be available through a website where
viewers can take part through interactive video and audio clips to
develop the plot in their own time
and in an individualized way. It
gives a similar feel to the “Black
Mirror: Bandersnatch” film special, while still creating the audience-actor connection that makes
theatre so enjoyable.
“I was getting so tired of
[productions] being recorded and
people calling it theatre,” Donnelly said. “That’s just a movie. But
this is something you can take a
part in, and that is something I
wanted to capture -- the feelings
between actors. I wanted it to be
very consumable in every way.”
The actors used the Broadcast Center and TV Production
Studio located in Chaffee Hall to
record the audio for the website

just this past week.
Roberts, one of the leads in
the performance and a freshman
double majoring in secondary education and Italian with a minor
in theatre, said he thinks people
should give “Goodbye, Santa” a
chance because of how different
it is from many other forms of
theatre.
The ability to take part in a
semi-real live theatre production
is something extraordinary for
theatre students, and it’s no secret
being away from the stage can
cause hardships for them.
“At first, not being able to
perform was very difficult,” said
Roberts. “I went through a bit of
a drought.”
He had been cast in the University’s production of “Spamalot” as a senior in high school,
which was meant to be put on in
the spring of 2020. After a delay
to the fall, it was eventually cancelled. However, taking part in a
few of the radio plays the department put on last semester, Roberts
said he feels almost more exposed
to the art of theatre because of
the different mediums he’s been
introduced to; “Goodbye, Santa”
representing the newest one.
“I know a lot of my peers and
classmates felt kind of stuck not
having the opportunities we’re
used to,” said Donnelly. “I think
[this is] going to be something
that theatre makers look at and
say, ‘I didn’t know this was pos-

sible’ and that’s something really
exciting to me.”
“Goodbye, Santa” will be
available to the public through

the website goodbyesanta.online
Friday April 9. To get more information, follow the instagram page
@goodbyesantaexperience.

Shannon Donnelly recently received a URI grant to put on her own interactive theatre
experience. PHOTO CREDIT: James McIntosh | Photo Editor
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Time to face the ‘Music’: Sia’s new movie is ableist
Evan McAlice | Social Media Coordinator

“Music,” the directorial debut of singer-turned-filmmaker Sia, has received backlash for its offensive and insensitive portrayal of a character on the autism spectrum.
The film follows a newly-sober drug dealer Zu,
played by Kate Hudson, as she becomes the guardian of
her younger half-sister Music, who is autistic and nonverbal.
The title character is played by non-autistic dancer-actress Maddie Ziegler, which caused an uproar from
the autistic community. Many are calling for greater representation for autistic people in film and more work for
autistic actors.
When discussing her choice not to hire an autistic
actress for the role, Sia said she had previously worked
with an autistic actress, but did not hire her after finding
the experience working with her to be “unpleasant and
stressful.”
Adding fuel to the fire, Sia fired back at the film’s
detractors on Twitter. In one particular encounter with
an autistic actor calling out her lack of effort in including
autistic voices, Sia responded, “Maybe you’re just a bad
actor.”
Sia’s defensive response to the film has been viewed
as tone-deaf, and Sia herself has been accused of having a savior complex, only exacerbated by the consultant
work and support from Autism Speaks during the production of the film. Other autism advocacy groups spoke
out against this decision prior to the film’s release, noting
that Autism Speaks does not have autistic leadership and
has motivations that are in opposition to the autistic community, and have even been labeled as an autism hategroup.
The controversy only grew as details of the film
were revealed upon its theatrical release in Australia last

month.
Many scenes in the film feature bright flashing colors
and strobe lights that can trigger sensory overload and
photosensitive epilepsy. Additionally, the movie’s portrayal of physical restraint has been labeled as dangerous,
and even deadly, to members of the autistic community.
When it came to Ziegler’s performance, critics were
not impressed by her facial expressions and over-exaggerated mannerisms. Many people considered the performance to be more of an offensive caricature of a neurodivergent person than a fully-developed character.
Despite the hoards of negative backlash, “Music”
was recently nominated for two Golden Globe awards.
Considering the history of films featuring neurodivergent characters played by neurotypical actors, this,
unfortunately, is not much of a surprise. Dustin Hoffman
and Tom Hanks both received Academy Awards for doing so in “Rain Man” and “Forrest Gump” respectively.
“Music” shares the most similarities, however, to
the 2005 film “Riding the Bus with My Sister,” featuring Rosie O’Donnell, whose performance of a woman
with a developmental disability was critically panned and
viewed as offensive across the board.
The release of “Music,” as well as critical reevaluations of the aforementioned films, has raised the question: is it possible to produce a film about intellectual disabilities without proper representation?
While “Music” presents a very compelling case that
it is not possible, it also presents an interesting case study
as to what steps should be taken to ensure the autistic
community is properly represented.
Film companies need to consult with multiple autism
advocacy organizations, particularly groups that do not
view autism as an “epidemic.” Filmmakers should also
be careful to avoid any potential visual triggers like strobe
lights and loud music.

Confessions of a former
stan: 5SOS edition
Juliana Lepore | Contributing Reporter

I was first introduced to 5 Seconds of
Summer when I saw them open up for One
Direction at the Take Me Home Tour in 2013.
I wish I would’ve known then how much
of an impact they’d have on my life.
I was the definition of a fangirl: I had
multiple fan pages for them, set them as my
screensaver on my phone, only listened to their
music, bought all of their merch, never missed
a tour and, yes, I read fanfiction. 5 Seconds
of Summer completely took over my life and
became one of my only personality traits.
I spent an ungodly amount of time online, reading their tweets and others about
them. I could tell you where their next concert
was, each of their birthdays and the words to
every single one of their songs. They were, for
lack of better words – my everything.
Seven years later, I can safely say that I
have matured past the crazy fangirl stage of
my life. Although I still have some posters up in
my bedroom at home, I definitely don’t watch
their every move.They are still my favorite
band of all time, however, and that will never
change.
If you’ve never obsessed over an artist,
you might not truly understand the sense of
community you can feel. To an outsider, it
seems like absolute insanity, full of hormonal
pre-teens who only are fans because of their
looks. Yes, that is partially true – Luke Hemmings is my self-proclaimed “husband” and
will continue to be forever -- however, fandoms
are deeper than that.
I vividly remember multiple fan accounts
that I followed. Lots of them were run by girls
my age, many who lived on opposite sides of
the country or even across the world. I could

still tell you their names and usernames. On
these fan accounts, girls talked about more
than just the band that brought us all together
– a lot of them were struggling with mental
health issues and made others struggling with
similar things feel not so alone.
The thing that was so special about
the “5SOSFam” was that they were always
there for each other. These “internet friends”
formed real, genuine friendships with girls
who lived miles apart.
There were many girls who had 5SOS
YouTube channels. I grew up watching them,
looked up to them and was inspired by them.
I looked forward to their videos every week.
One of them in particular is currently a journalism major at Arizona State University. If it
weren’t for her talking about her experience so
openly on her channel, I probably wouldn’t be
a journalism major right now.
I met so many cool girls that I never
would’ve known existed if it weren’t for 5 Seconds of Summer. I still follow some of them
on Instagram today, despite our fan accounts
having been long deactivated.
Sometimes an artist’s impact on their fans
is underestimated. I found a sense of comfort
in their lyrics as a lost little seventh grader.
Their music transported me to another world.
I found a sense of community in their fandom.
I truly believe that I would be a different person today without them.
That, to me, is the beauty of music. It
brings people together. It makes people feel
free. It makes people feel less alone. Everyone
has their music that makes them feel good,
whether you were a hardcore “stan” like me,
or a casual listener. To me, it’s so much more
than just music, it’s the bond that people have
because of it.

A closer examination of the movie “Music,” the controversial directorial
debut of singer Sia. PHOTO CREDIT: firstshowing.com

Finally, it is imperative that filmmakers work with
the autistic community to construct a narrative around
autism that is accurate, respectful and compelling. This is
the only way to ensure that autistic characters are not built
around the offensive stereotypes that have been plaguing
the community members both on-and-off screen.

Unpopular Opinions:
Greta Van Fleet edition
Ronan Himelrick | Contributing Reporter

Greta Van Fleet. Three words that
either spark feelings of happiness and
appreciation or intense hatred. For those
who don’t know, Greta Van Fleet is an
American rock band from Frankenmuth,
Michigan. Formed in 2012 by twin brothers Josh and Jake Kiszka, their younger
brother Sam and friend Danny Wagner,
Greta Van Fleet became one of the most
popular, yet controversial, rock bands of
the decade.
Their 2017 album “From the Fires”
produced songs such as “Highway Tune,”
“Safari Song,” “Flower Power” and
“Black Smoke Rising” and was accompanied by sharp criticism and an immediate connection between the band and
rock legends Led Zeppelin. This criticism
is fair; Greta Van Fleet’s frontman Josh
admits that their early work was heavily
inspired by Zeppelin’s sound.
Their second release, “Anthem of
The Peaceful Army,” was arguably a misstep for the band. It was again heavily
criticized and the Zeppelin comparisons
continued in full force. Pitchfork critic
Jeremy D. Larson said that “Anthem of
The Peaceful Army” was an example of
“overly precious retro-fetishism,” adding
that, “the poor kids from Frankenmuth,
Michigan don’t even realize they’re more
of an algorithmic fever dream than an
actual rock band.” After its 2018 release,
the band went quiet, until they released
the single “My Way, Soon” last October.
“My Way, Soon” provided a fresh
new sound for the group. The guitar riff
hooks you immediately, while shrieking

vocals and sharp drums round out the
rest of the track. This, paired with the
announcement of their upcoming album,
“The Battle at Garden’s Gate,” generated
a new level of energy and hype surrounding the band. In the time since, Greta
Van Fleet has released two more singles,
“Age of Machine” and “Heat Above.”
“Age of Machine’’’ is a dark rock
track with heavy drums and easily the
best guitar solo from the band yet. Jake
effortlessly shreds for nearly two minutes
towards the end of the song. It is unlike
any other release from the band – its
incredibly dark tone doesn’t sound like
Zeppelin – it sounds like Greta Van Fleet.
“Heat Above” is such a fun song to
listen to. It’s warm and uplifting and features hauntingly beautiful organs, incredible vocal range and a really intricate and
catchy guitar riff. The organ especially
gives this track a full sound to it. So much
is crammed into its runtime of nearly six
minutes. I am personally very excited to
see where the band goes from here, especially with their new album coming out
inApril.
Greta Van Fleet is one of my favorite
young bands; each member is incredibly
talented, and their sound is refreshing to
hear in the 21st century. I believe that the
incredible criticism and hate that Greta
Van Fleet faces is unfair. Yes, their sound
is similar to classic rock bands of the
1970s, but why not celebrate the rejuvenation of that sound? I believe that the
sound of classic rock and roll should be
reborn, and Greta Van Fleet is taking the
initiative to create a sound that feels both
old and new.
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Swim and Dive dominate
the Friars in season opener
Paige Messier | Contributing Reporter

After the 2020 portion of the
University of Rhode Island Swim
and Dive season was cancelled
and a two-month pause was put in
place, the Rams were eager to get
back in the water this past weekend.
It was a team effort from
Rhody that allowed them to dominate their first meet of the season
against in-state rivals, Providence
College. Head Coach Mick Westkott enjoyed the ability to just be
able to compete
“It was welcomed,” said
Coach Westkott. “We have not
competed for a year, so it felt really
good to get up and race somebody
besides ourselves.”
Their eagerness was shown
through their impressive results
against the Friars. The Rams beat
their opponent by 57 points, with
a score of 165-108. Sophomore
Camryn Kreuscher had a standout
day with victories in the 50-yard
and 100-yard freestyle races. An-

other sophomore, Julia Renna, also
had a bright day by scoring points in
three different events for the Rams,
including winning the 50-yard
backstroke. New Hampshire-transfer Michaela Degnan took first
place in the 100-yard backstroke,
earning points for Rhody. Coach
Westkott was pleased by the effort
given by the team.
“Every person, to a T, finished
[their] race very well,” Coach
Westkott said. “Nobody gave up,
everybody finished strong, and
when there were close touches, we
won almost every touch. I want to
congratulate the whole team on
that effort.”
URI swept the diving events
with sophomore Marta Baumann’s
first place victory on the 1-meter
dive and Brianna Tocoo’s victory
on the 3-meter dive.
Although Rhody took the win,
Coach Westkott has plans to further the team’s success. He is going
to start training the athletes more
specific to their event and stroke
to make up for the time they lost
during the off season. With pan-

demic restrictions, the team works
in “functional groups,” according
to Westkott, which are small groups
of five or six athletes in order to
maintain social distance at all
times. This has resulted in less time
in the water, however.
Preceding COVID-19, Westkott said there would be practice
in the water 14 hours per week and
dry land/lifting six hours per week.
Currently, there are only 10 hours
of water practices and six hours of
dry land/lifting.
“The time we aren’t in the
water has been a major change in
what we are doing this year, and I
think the athletes are managing it
very well,” Coach Westkott said.
Coach Westkott had three
goals for this season: to stay healthy,
to compete to the best of their ability and keep the team spirit strong.
His goals are on track to completion, with one win down and spirits
flying high.
Next Saturday, the Rams will
host another in-state rival, Bryant
University at the Tootell Aquatic
Center at noon.

PHOTO CREDIT: GoRhody.com

Men’s soccer adapting to
shortened season
Zach Austin | Contributing Reporter

In a season that has presented uncertainty and new
challenges, the University of Rhode Island Men’s Soccer team believes they still belong with the best-of-thebest in the Atlantic 10.
“The team goal remains the same every year: win
the conference championship and play in the NCAA
tournament,” said Head Coach Gareth Elliott.
One of the team’s defining factors this season is
their newfound youth. Coming off a season where they
won their second consecutive A-10 Championship, the
Rams now have a group made up of 11 true freshmen
and over 15 new players in total.
Coach Elliott has been impressed with how the
group has looked as a whole, calling it a “collective effort” among the team’s new faces as they look to improve throughout the spring.
“When they are freshmen, there is still a lot of development to be required to be at the level we’re looking for,” the 2019 A-10 Coach of the Year said. “Their
attitude’s been good. They’re working hard.”
With a roster that is looking to build more experience, defense will be the main focus for the Rams at
the outset. Once the team becomes defensively strong,
according to Elliott, other aspects of the game will become easier as well.
“With so many new guys, we’re trying to focus on
the defensive side of the ball first,” he said. “Hopefully
after that, we can figure out how to score a goal or two.”

The circumstances brought on by the pandemic
have also created a number of difficulties for the Rams
this season. A shortened schedule has left the team well
short of the approximately 20 games the program became accustomed to.
Coach Elliott noted that more of an emphasis will
be placed on each game as a result of the abbreviated
lineup, and that the team will do its best to adjust to
both limited practice time and the colder conditions
that come with playing in the spring.
This schedule shakeup has even made finding a
place to play difficult. With no regularly available turf
field on campus, the team will likely have to adapt to an
unfamiliar environment as well.
“We don’t even know what fields we’ll be playing
on,” he said. “We’re in the middle of trying to find a
location for games.”
URI opened their season on the road this past
Saturday, falling 4-0 to Providence College. Despite
holding the Friars scoreless for over half the game, they
were unable to keep up offensively in the second half.
Both teams took four shots in the second period, but the
Rams were unable to connect on their opportunities.
Overall, this season will provide growth for Rhode
Island moving forward. With a young group of players
to build around, the experience they get playing this
year will be crucial to their success moving forward.
“The more experience they can get this year, the
better,” Elliott said. “It’s been beneficial to get one
game in, but obviously we’re looking forward to getting
more in.”

Rams falter late
on the road

In the wake of a frustrating loss to George Washington, the Rams are on to Duquesne.
PHOTO CREDIT: Greg Clark | Staff Photographer
Will Pipicelli | Sports Editor

When the University of
Rhode Island’s Men Basketball
team travels to Richmond next
week for the Atlantic 10 tournament, their trip will be short-lived
if they play like they did in the
closing stages of their most recent
trip to Virginia.
Rhody dropped a heartbreaker to George Washington on Sunday in a 78-70 loss after having
multiple big leads throughout.
The Colonials ended the game on
an 15-2 run in the last five minutes
of the game, turning a five-point
deficit into a comfortable eightpoint win. The lack of late-game
execution made the loss more
painful to swallow.
“Gut-wrenching loss,” said
Head Coach David Cox postgame. “The last couple of wars
they executed really well on the
offensive end. We got the shots we
wanted at the time and just didn’t
finish. The last three minutes really did us in.”
Senior Fatts Russell played one
of the best games of his storied career for Rhode Island, scoring 14
points, handing out 10 assists and
pulling down nine rebounds. He
was one rebound away from only
the second triple-double in school
history, following Delroy James in
2011. The point guard looked the
healthiest he has all year from the
eye-test, with Coach Cox acknowledging postgame the team’s time
off has led to improvement.
“I think the mini-break we
had prior to Dayton helped him,
and I think the mini-break we will
have now will help him again,”
he said. “He sees the end coming,
and he’s trying to do all he can to
put his team in position to be successful.”
Sunday’s result likely means
Rhody will have a sub-.500 record for the first time under Cox.
Even with a win vs. Duquesne
in the season finale on Saturday,
URI will have to run the table in
the A-10 tournament next month
to avoid having a losing record for
the first time since the 2013-14

season. With just a 7-9 record in
conference play, the Rams are also
in danger of having to play in the
first round of the conference tournament, forcing the team to have
to win four games in four days before the tournament final is held in
Dayton, Ohio one week later.
Freshman Ishmael Leggett
continued his stellar play since being inserted into the starting lineup earlier this month for Rhody.
He dropped 16 points, and looked
comfortable in the three-point
shooting game with six attempts.
The freshman was one of four
Rams who finished the game in
double-figures alongside Russell,
Jeremy Sheppard and Makhel
Mitchell.
On the flip side, George
Washingon deserves credit for gutting out a win in what has been
an unfortunate season for the program. The Colonials played their
first game on Sunday in 35 days,
coming into the matchup having
played only five conference games
all year.
“I expected them to be really
fresh,” Cox said of the opposing
team. “A lot of unknowns obviously with who was going to be
playing for them, and we hadn’t
seen them play games for months,
so we didn’t know what they were
going to run.”
GW was anchored by their
backcourt in James Bishop and
Jamison Battle. The two combined
for 54 points, going an efficient 1829 from the field. Ricky Lido Jr.
had a double-double for the home
side, and all three players were on
the floor for at least 36 minutes of
the first game back from their extended lay-off.
Rhode Island closes out the
regular season on this weekend vs.
Duquesne, the second time this
season the Rams will travel to Pittsburgh. Unlike in the first meeting,
the two teams will square off in the
newly refurbished UPMC Cooper Fieldhouse. Rhody will look
to avenge their loss earlier in the
season vs. the Dukes at 7 p.m on
Saturday.
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Football looks to capitalize on spring opportunity
Kyle Standing | Contributing Reporter

After a year-and-a-half-long hiatus
and lots of hard work to stay healthy,
the University of Rhode Island Football
team will be tackling the field this spring
and taking full advantage of the opportunity to play.
With new faces all over the field,
Head Coach Jim Fleming is not sure
what his team will look like, but he is very
proud of his team for earning the opportunity to play football.
“It has been a really weird year for
everyone in the program, but I give so
much credit to my guys,” Fleming said.
“They have worked so hard to get on the
field, and play football, and they deserve
this opportunity.”
Last season, the Rams finished with
a record of 2-10 due to the slew of tough
opponents in their schedule coupled with
a defense that only contained one opponent to fewer than 27 points. However,
Rhody was able to send three of its offensive standouts to the NFL: left tackle Kyle
Murphy (New York Giants) and wide receivers Isaiah Coulter (Houston Texans)
and Aaron Parker (Dallas Cowboys).
Coulter became the first Ram since
1986 to be drafted into the NFL after finishing his three-year Rhody career with
1,855 receiving yards, 1,039 of which
came in the 2019-20 season.
The team will look to build on this
foundation in the 2021 season from its
mixture of key returners and the new talent coming in.

Members of URI’s Football team prepare for a shortened spring season after being forced to cancel their
regular fall season due to COVID-19 precautions. PHOTO CREDIT: James Singer | Staff Photographer

Important returners on offense include redshirt senior running back Zoe
Bryant Jr, senior wide receiver Ivory
Frimpong and junior tight end Caleb
Warren. All three were key contributors
to the high-powered Ram offense in 2019
and will look to build off of their performances this season with increased offensive roles.
On defense, the Rams will return
redshirt junior linebacker Jake Fire and
redshirt junior defensive back Malik
Gavek.
In addition to these returners, 19
new freshmen have been added to bolster
the squad on both sides of the ball. Wide

receivers Jay Jay Williams and Jamall
Mensah will look to fill the void left by
Parker and Coulter.
The most important matter on offense,, hasn’t been decided yet - who will
be the teams starting quarterback. Two
freshmen, Jared Heywood and Jackson
Burkhalter, have been added to a depth
chart at the QB position. Kasim Hill, a
transfer from Tennessee, is the outsiders
favorite based on his past Division I experience.
On top of all the personnel changes,
there have been notable changes within
the coaching staff. Will Fleming, former
URI offensive coordinator and son of

Coach Jim Fleming, will not be returning
for the 2021 season, nor will Defensive
Coordinator Pete Rekstis. In their place
are coordinators Pat Murphy and Jack
Cooper for the two vacancies, respectively. Murphy previously was the offensive
coordinator for an explosive Holy Cross
team and will look to build on that with
Rhode Island. Cooper has spent his last
two seasons as the Defensive Quality
Control Coach at Nebraska and takes his
first coordinator position at Rhody.
As well, defensive coaches Chris Lorenti and Umberto Di Meo have been
added to try and bolster a defense that
came seconds away from numerous wins
in the 2019-20 season.
“The new coaches have done a great
job this past year with the teaching aspect of football through zoom and with
getting acclimated to the program,”
Fleming said when asked about his new
staff. “But it is hard to say until we have
coached a game together.”
While there are changes throughout
the program and throughout the college
football landscape, Fleming is excited to
see what this year’s team can do.
“We are very confident that we can
put the whole thing together and put out
a really good football team,” Fleming
said.
The Rams will begin their six-game
regular season on March 13 when they
head to Philadelphia to play the Villanova Wildcats. Kickoff is scheduled for 1
p.m.

Baseball returns to diamond vs. East Carolina
Katie Siegle | Contributing Reporter

The University of Rhode Island Baseball team began its season this weekend with three losses to No. 13
East Carolina University.
Out of the three days of games, Head Coach Raphael Cerrato said the Rams played their best on Friday,
despite losing 3-2 in the bottom of the tenth inning. East
Carolina took the remaining two games on Saturday
and Sunday, winning 7-1 and 12-4 respectively.
“We played an excellent game on Friday,” Coach
Cerrato said. “It was a tough loss, but it was hard to be
upset because we played well.”
After ECU put up two runs in the bottom of the
fifth on Friday night, junior Austin White answered for
Rhode Island by hitting a double down the left field line
and scoring freshman Tino Salgado, who reached on a
one-out single. White soon scored on a single by redshirt
senior Josh Brodeur, tying the game at two runs each.
A walk-off single by ECU’s Christian Smallwood in
the bottom of the tenth finalized the Rams’ first loss.
Starting Friday’s game on the mound for Rhode Island, junior Ryan Twitchell went five innings and only
allowed one earned run on four hits and two walks. Redshirt senior Nick Robinson took over for Twitchell and
went four innings, striking out five batters and allowing
one hit and one walk.
In regards to the pair of weekend games, Coach
Cerrato said the team’s performance was “sloppy.”
“We just looked like a team that hadn’t played a
lot,” he said. “Just little mistakes.”
According to Coach Cerrato, it had been 347 days
since the URI Baseball team had played in a game. He
said the team has not been able to get outside on the
field as frequently as it would like to because of the cold
weather and snow, but the players have been able to
practice hitting and pitching inside.
“To make adjustments from practice to a game,
it’s always difficult early in the season,” Coach Cerrato
said. “It’s not really the physical stuff, it’s much more the

URI Baseball starting Pitcher, junior Ryan Twitchell, starts off the saeason against East Carolina throwing for five innings on the mound.
PHOTO CREDIT: GoRhody.com

mental side of it, getting into that game mode. That’s
where we should improve a lot.”
On Saturday, the Rhode Island lineup saw
All-American Jake Kuchmaner on the mound for ECU.
The Pirates ace pitched five shutout innings and allowed
two hits and no walks in his season debut.
The Rams scored their only run in the top of the
sixth inning when White, who reached first base on a
bunt single and took second on a throwing error, tagged
up on a flyball and moved to third. He crossed home
plate on another throwing error to put URI on the

board.
In Sunday’s series finale, Rhode Island allowed the
Pirates to score seven unearned runs on 12 hits, five
walks and eight errors. Coach Cerrato said he thought
the team was “complicating things” in regard to its approach.
“There’s some good things and some bad things,”
he said. “We’ve got to continually improve.”
Rhody’s next slate of games is in Norfolk, Virginia,
where they’ll play another three-game weekend series
against Old Dominion starting on Feb. 26.

